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Thanks for your interest in Abbyy FlexiCapture. 

Abbyy FlexiCapture is an incredibly powerful software application designed to automate 
the capture of data from documents and forms. However, there’s no magic bullet, the 
more automation you require the more the solution will cost and the greater the 
complexity of the development – in other words, a successful implementation takes 
hard work from all parties! So, it’s important we understand your application in detail 
and likewise that you appreciate the realistic capabilities of Abbyy FlexiCapture and the 
indicative project costs.

With this in mind, please take a few minutes to read this guide carefully, review the 
video links, consider the likely project cost and complete the questionnaire at the end.



All successful companies are looking to improve the bottom line, however the days of 
buying software for the sake of it are long gone and all new initiatives need a realistic 
return on investment. Later in this guide we’ll give you some indicative budgetary costs 
for a typical Abbyy FlexiCapture project.

Before we go too far, it’s important to clarify what your current document volumes are 
and how much time you spend manually processing them.

If you’re only processing 100 documents per month, then it’s unlikely Abbyy
FlexiCapture is the right solution for you. There are also technical and practical issues to 
consider - for example what type of data do you want to capture from the document, 
where will it end up and in what format.



Abbyy FlexiCapture is a software application which automates the capture of data from 
documents and forms.

So, rather than having an human manually keying data from an order form into a 
finance system, the objective is to speed-up the process by collecting the data 
automatically and passing the information electronically to the business system. 
FlexiCapture is happy dealing with both scanned paper documents and those received 
via email and in many different formats (PDF, JPEG, TIFF, BMP and GIF formats). 

Please watch this flash video for a quick demo of Abbyy FlexiCapture in operation:

Click here - Overview of Abbyy FlexiCapture

Abbyy FlexiCapture can be installed on your own MS Windows server, or Document 
Genetics can host it in the Cloud.

http://www.document-genetics.co.uk/abbyy-flexicapture


There are a number of different types of document you can capture:

• Fixed Forms – these are forms which have a fixed format and don’t change very
often (e.g. survey forms, application forms). They may have been created by your
business or a 3rd party. If you have control over the form design, that’s great as a
document designed for automatic data capture will give much better results.

• Flexible Forms – these are forms which may contain the same repeatable data
but have no fixed structure (e.g. application letter, test certificate)

• Business Documents – these are transactional business documents which may
vary in format but have common data fields which you want to capture (e.g.
purchase invoices, purchase orders)

Note: A flexible forms project is more complex as we need to design a flexi-layout 
which will hunt around the page for the correct data, regardless of where it appears.



• Computer Text – These are characters which have been created and printed by a computer system – Optical

Character Recognition (OCR) results are generally very good.

• Handwriting – This is text which has been written by a human being. As long as the handwriting is placed in

constrained boxes and written in black ink the OCR results will be good, but some manual verification is inevitable.

• Tick boxes – As above, but ticks and crosses in constrained boxes. Again, some manual verification is inevitable.

• Barcodes– Nearly all formats of barcode can be read quickly and reliably – this is a great way to quickly link a

document to a record on your business system.

• Signatures/Images – Signatures/images can be easily captured from specified regions on a form or document.

There are a number of data types which Abbyy FlexiCapture can extract:



It’s really difficult to give cost estimates as every project we deliver varies in its scope and 
complexity. So, on the next page we’ll ask you some questions about your specific 
application which will help us provide you with an outline budgetary quote. However, 
here are some ballpark figures (which include software, setup and training) for a couple 
of scenarios:

Example1:
Fixed Forms – 50,000 documents/month, 3 forms £3,090*
*Based on Abbyy FlexiCapture subscription license (installed on your own MS Windows server – a cloud option is available) includes help 
desk support and annual software maintenance. A min of 3 days of professional services (£2,535 one off cost) are recommended for install, 
configuration and training.

Example 2:
Mailroom project – 300,000 documents/month,10 forms £12,140*
*Based on Abbyy FlexiCapture subscription license (installed on your own MS Windows server – a cloud option is available) includes help 
desk support and annual software maintenance. A min of 8 days of professional services (£6,360 one off cost) are recommended for install, 
configuration and training.



Here’s a schematic showing how we deliver an Abbyy FlexiCapture project:
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Note: All costs exclude VAT.



To help us evaluate the suitability of Abbyy FlexiCapture for your application and to give 
you a realistic estimate of project costs, please complete our brief questionnaire.

Click here to complete our questionnaire

Once we’ve had a chance to review the feedback from your questionnaire, we’ll give you 
an indicative budgetary cost -this figure will enable you to calculate a realistic return on 
investment (ROI). 

See overleaf for the next stage of the project, the onsite workshop.

https://form.jotformeu.com/70263353606351


Assuming the ROI works for your business and you want to progress the project, the next 
stage is an onsite workshop. We find this is the best way for your business to get a really 
good understanding of how Abbyy FlexiCapture works– it’s important to see it running in 
your organisation and with documents…….not a “smoke a mirrors” demo with a finely 
tuned set of perfect test forms!

For the workshop, one of our Abbyy software experts attends your site with a full Abbyy
FlexiCapture evaluation system and scanner. We then work with you to understand your 
operational environment and to test some of your current document formats. We will also 
review the interfaces to your business systems and the output formats you need and the 
final destination (e.g. ERP/Finance system, SQL, XML, CSV, XLS, etc.). 
A typical a workshop is 1 to 2 days in duration (depending on the complexity) and is 
charged at a cost of £395 per day (this includes our expenses but excludes VAT). 

Note: there is no commitment to purchase FlexiCapture at the end of the workshop. If you decide it’s not the 
right solution for you, then that’s fine. Ultimately, we want you to buy the right product for your business.



John Embrey, Head of IT 
“The DG solution has allowed us to electronically sort
and send daily reports and purchase documents (both
previously printed), saving considerable time, paper and
postage costs. Their service has been excellent, a
quality which can be hard to find in today’s business
world”.

Trevor Burrows, IT Director
“We implemented the DG software over 6 years ago to
format and deliver documents from our iSeries system -
this has proved to be flexible, reliable and cost effective
and it’s been a pleasure working with Document
Genetics – I recommend both the product and the
company”.

Sean, Head of IT at Carlisle Brass 
We have found the Document Gentetics software 
very easy to implement.  Our project was kicked off 
at the start of the first lockdown with everyone 
adjusting to working from home and lower resources 
due to staff on furlough. Our first trial customer was 
developed very quickly for us by the Document 
Genetics technical team and immediately gave us 
results with order processing efficiency. After that, 
we developed another four templates which were 
delivered very quickly and training followed suit – 
again, fully adapted to work remotely for the first 
time - but worked just as effectively.  This training 
has now been passed onto the whole of the IT team 
(not just the development team – but also the 
helpdesk team).  We aim to develop around 5 
templates a month.”



Some of our clients 
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